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Variational Principles for Linear 
Mixed Boundary Value Problems 
A. RI. ARTHIIRS AND RI. E. JONES 
This paper presents variational and bivariationnl bounds associated with 
the linear equation =I$ = J‘, with general mixed boundary conditions. The 
variational results bound the action f, 6) + boundap terms, while the 
bivariational results bound g. Q b, where g is an arbitrary function. 
I. INTR~DcTCTION 
Let O,, and !&, be two real linear vector spaces of functions detined in a 
region I- of E” with boundary ?I-. These spaces are formed into real Hilbert 
spaces H,, and Hd b>- adding the inner products ( , ) and ~ , , respectively. 
Also, let T: H,b - H, be a linear operator with formal adjoint T*: H,, + H,+, 
defined b!- 
(u, T+),, = T*u,~ ,. + (u, &j,,. , 11 E H,, . l$EH*. (1.1) 
Here o is an operator mapping Hc6 into H,, on iii, with adjoint cr.* dclined b! 
(Il. m$)p, = 0 ‘11. $4 ‘E,’ . (1.2) 
Esamples of operators T, T ‘. o and u+ which satisf!. relations like these are 
gi\-en in [I]. The Cartesian product space I2 = Q,, ‘.~ Q,, has elements 
s = (u, a) and is a real Hilbert space H for the inner product { , 1, defined b! 
IS, 7 “ji = (Us 3 u;) + d, 3 $j v si = (N> , A). (1.3) 
I\‘e shall consider the class of linear boundary value problems with mised 
boundary conditions described b! 
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Here Q and f are prescribed functions in I-, and a, /3, +B , and uB are given 
functions of position on parts of the boundary 81.. For a = 0, p = 0, the 
boundary conditions (IS) and (I .6) reduce to Dirichlet and Neumann types. 
2. CANONICAL FoRhrULATlON 
Before we discuss variational principles it is convenient to rewrite Eqs. 
(I .4)-( I .6) in canonical form. This is done by taking 
The canonical variables are u and 4, and (2.1) and (2.2) are esamples of the 
generalized canonical equations 
In (2.3) and (2.4), subscripts denote abstract derivatives, and IV(u, 4) is the 
Hamilton functional. The solution of (2.1) and (2.2) will be denoted b! 
s = (u, 4) E H. It is unique when 
3. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES I 
Variational principks for systems like (2.3) and (2.4) can be found from 
the action functional or potential (see [2]) 
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From this we have 
I,, = (I-6, - rr;,)v - (4 - .11&r, . (3.3) 
1.J = (T*u - rr,.j,. + (uVu - &j?,., , (3.4) 
and hence Z(u, 4) is stationary at the solution s = (rc. 4) of the prohlem in 
(2.3) and (2.3). For our class of problems, IV(u, c#J), ill(u) and -V(4) are given 
hy (2.5)-(2.7). 
Now we define two subspaces of 0 = O,$ Q, h! 
Q, = {(u, 4) E R: Tq$ = u in I -, UC$ = L+N + uqSs on d I .I : 1 (3.5) 
c), = ((u,+)ER: T*u + QfjS =f‘in I-, IJ~II =@jQ + ~“u~on er-?;. (3.6) 
These two subspaces intersect at the solution s =: (u, q5) of the boundar! 
value problem in (2.1) and (2.2). 
Llsing (3.1) and (3.2) and these two suhspaces. we can now define func- 
tionals F and G by setting 
F(@,) = I( C’1 , @,\ via (3.l), with (l-1 , al) E i?, , (3.7) 
and 
G( Crz) = I( lT2 . @.,) via (3.2), lvith ( l.!, * Q4) E R, . (3.8) 
It follows from these definitions that F(@,) is stationary at 4 and G( (.Ts) is 
stationary at u. Further, we find that 
F(@,) - F(4) = J(L’l - u, L:, - u) I’ + +<q - 4, Q($ - $);)I 
- f(C, - 21, “(Lr* - uj)a,r, - f/q - cj, fqq - +):‘>,‘, , 
(3.9) 
and 
If conditions (2.8) hold, namel! 
(2 > 0, *A < 0, p < 0, (3.1 I) 
we have, from (3.9) and (3.10). the complementary extremum principles 
G( L:,) -5 G(u) F Z(u, ~5) = F(a) c F(@,). (3.12) 
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From their definitions, the functionals F(@) and G(V) and the exact action 
I(u, 4) are found to be 
In many cases the esact action is a quantity of interest, such as energy, and 
bounds for it are therefore of considerable value. 
4. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES II 
For the Dirichlet problem with homogeneous boundary conditions, alter- 
native variational principles are available when the operator d is bounded 
[3, 4, 51. These results can be extended to the case of mised boundary 
conditions of the form in (1.5) and (1.6). 
!Ve define the functional 
where v is a real constant, and 
and 
Sf(@) = (.4@ - f, A@ - f.:, v . (4.3) 
It can readily be shown that I,,“(@) is stationary at the solution r#~ of (I .4)- 
(1.6). 
Now suppose that the operator =1 is bounded in the sense that 
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for all ~1 E Hb such that 
uw = ,.I Tw 0 11 c I 1 * a”Tzr = /?ir’ on i;l,. (3.5) 
Then, for functions @ and a,’ which satisfy the exact boundary conditions 
(I .5) and (1.6), we Jind that the complementary estremum principles 
J&D’) 4 (1 ip) S((@‘) :.:I Jf(4) 5.: J@) + (I /A) S&D) (4.6) 
hold. The esact functional j,(d) is related to I(u. c$) of (3.15) b! 
/j(d) = --‘l(u. 4). (4.7) 
and so (4.6) and (3.12) provide alternative pairs of bounds for the action 
in (3.1). 
5. BIVARIATIONAL BOUNDS 
\\‘e now turn to the question of finding complementar!- bounds for 
where g is an arbitrary function in Hd, , and 4 is the solution of 
-44 =f in J-t 
UC$ =mTa +o+~ on ?J,. o*T4 = /L$ + u*uB on ?J; . 
For each function g we consider the boundary problem 
-;rlj =g in J -. 
u~=~d-t,b+u~, on ?I,, u*,T$ = j4,!~ + u”uB on ;;J,. 
I\‘e also take a linear combination of (5.1) and (5.2) by defining 
P = bc$ * b-‘4. 0, = kb i b-S , 
II = i!f h b-‘g, vs = bu, * b-k, , 
so that 
.-I@ = k in J-V 
UP =a773 +uP, on ?J.,, u*Tt, = /?P + uxvB on El:, . 
gv f#J I’ 1 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Here, either the plus signs or the minus signs are chosen consistently through- 
out. Assuming that the operator .-J is bounded as in (4.4). we then know from 
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Section 4 that complementary extremum principles of the form (4.6) hold 
for each of the problems (5.1) (5.2) and (5.5). These complementary bounds 
can be written as 
J*(Q) + (I/p) S,(0) 4 J*(e) I;: JAW + (I/4 &(W. (5.6) 
-J,(@) - (I/A) S&D) :r: -J,(d) ::.. -J/p’) - (I/p) S,(@‘). (5.7) 
an d 
-J,(Y) - (I/h) S,(Y) <; -J,(4) <; -J,(Y) - (l/p) As&Y’), (5.8) 
where J,, J, and Jh are defined by (4.2) with the appropriate boundar) 
functions, and the sis trial functions, denoted by capital letters, satisfy the 
exact boundary conditions of the corresponding boundary value problems. 
If we now calculate 
HJ = J&‘) - b’J,M) - b-“J,(4), (5.9) 
we find that 
J = (g7 9\v - (T4, &l)SY, + ($7 ~XhI;av* * (5.10) 
From (5.6)-(5.8) we therefore have trivariational bounds for J, name]! 
J,,(Q) + (11’~) S,(0) - b2 J,(Q) - (bL, A) S,(D) - b-2Jg(Y) - (b-‘,A) S,(Y) 
< +2J 
5.: J,@‘) + (IO) S,(O’) - b*J,(@‘) - (b2jp) S,(W) - b-‘J,(Y’) 
- (b-*/p) S,(Y). (5.11) 
Since the exact functions 4, # and b7 are related through (5.3) ive shall now 
choose the trials 0 and 0’ in the form 
0 = b@ & b-V, 
0’ = b@’ 4_ b-‘Y’. 
(5.12) 
This reduces the number of independent trial functions from six to four, 
and the results in (5.1 I) then become bivariational bounds on J. These 
bivariational bounds can be optimized over b analytically. To find the 
resulting expressions it is convenient to define .I(@, Y) b! 
*2](@, Y) = Jh(Q) - b’J,(@) - b-‘J,(Y), (5.13) 
and s(@, Y) bj 
S(O, Y) = (A@ - f, .-w - g;, I, . (5.14) 
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Then we find that 
S,(O) = h’s@) + b-‘.!qY) * 2.qq Y). (5.15) 
From the definition of I,, in (4.2) we can readily show that / is independent 
of 6. 
The bounds in (5.11) may now be written 
*2j(@. Y) zt (2/,u) S(@, Y) + b”((l+) - (I A)) S,(Q) 
+ b-‘(( I:‘p) - (I Ll)) S,(Y) 
5; * 21 
< * 2](@‘, Y’) * (3,A) sp, Y’) + b”(( 1 /A) - (l//I)) S,(W) 
(5.16) 
+ b-‘(( 1 !‘A) - (1 I/L)) S,(Y’), 
where the dependence on b is esplicit. Optimizing over b, we obtain 
b’ = (S,/S,)l’s and 
*ip, Y) It ( 1 I/4 SC@, Y) - ((l/4 - ( 1 /cl)) (S,P) &MY 
< *I 
:< +j(@‘. Y’) * (l/A) S(@‘, Y’) + ((l/h) - (l//-L)) (S,(W) S,(Y))‘,“. 
(5.17) 
If we take the plus signs, this result is 
JC@? Y) + (l/P) w, Y) - ((I !A) - (l/p)) (S,(@) S,(Yy~ 
< J 
< I(@‘, Y’) + (I/h) S(@‘, Y’) + ((l/A) - (1 /r)) (S,(W) s$P’))tIp, 
(5.18) 
whereas, with the minus signs it is 
j(@‘, Y’) + (1 /A) S(@‘, Y’) - ((l/A) - (l/P)) (S,(@‘) s,(Y’))‘:p 
5:. J 
I-= J(@, Y) + (1 /r) S(@, Y) + (( 1 /A) - (1 I/J)) (S,(Q) Sg(Y))rj2. (5.19) 
If S is positi\-e, the best bounds are in (5.19), while if ,q is negative, the best 
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bounds are given by (5.18). The better bounds can be expressed jointly in 
the form 
9 = J + $((l/A) + (I/P)) S + &((I/,\) - (l/p)) ] S 1 
- (( l$L\) - (I$)) (SJ,)‘~” 
:. / . _ 
: .I + $((l!h) + (l/p)) s - f((l/A) - (I l/J)) 1 S 1 
+ (( 1 ,‘A) - (I j/l)) (SiSf)’ “L 
3 v, 
(5.20) 
where it is understood that different pairs of trial functions 0, Y can be 
employed in each bound. 
llsing (5.10), we see that (5.20) is 
To obtain bounds for ;:g, C$ :,r, itself we now consider two problems, one with 
g arbitrary which leads to (5.21) and one with l = 0 that leads to bounds 
which we may write as 
Combining (5.21) and (5.22) we then obtain 
as our final result. 
For Dirichlet problems with homogeneous boundary conditions 
(al; = %I’, SL, = 0, JL = 0, +B = 0), / = :g, +:,, y and our expressions 
(5.11) and (5.20) reduce to the bounds for “g, qSJrT obtained in [6]. 
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